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(54) ARRAY CRYSTAL MODULE AND FABRICATION METHOD THEREOF

(57) An array crystal module comprises a plurality of
unit crystal strips (10). The exterior three-dimensional
shape of the array crystal module is a frustum (12) or a
combination of a right quadrangular prism (11) and the
frustum (12), and the frustum (12) is used to be coupled
with a photoelectric device (20). The frustum (12) com-
prises a first bottom face coupled with the photoelectric
device (20) and a first top face opposed to the first bottom
face, and the area of the first bottom face is smaller than
that of the first top face. A fabrication method of the array
crystal module includes: fabricating a crystal strip blank
to obtain a unit crystal strip, performing the die cutting to
obtain a unit crystal strip in the shape of a frustum or a
unit crystal strip in the shape of a combination of a right
quadrangular prism and a frustum according to a set ob-
liquity and the thickness of the right quadrangular prism
part, and assembling the unit crystal strips together to
form an array crystal module. The above array crystal
module, on the premise that the detection efficiency is
guaranteed, can solve the problem of the light output loss
of the crystal caused by the fact that the effective detec-
tion area of a photoelectric conversion device is smaller
than a packaging area, thereby guaranteeing the sensi-
tivity and performance of a detector.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese pat-
ent application No. 201310426359.0 titled "ARRAY
CRYSTAL MODULE AND FABRICATION METHOD
THEREOF" and filed with the Chinese Patent Office on
September 8, 2013, which is incorporated herein by ref-
erence in its entirety.

FIELD

[0002] The disclosure relates to the field of positron
emission tomography device, and particularly to a crys-
tal-array module and a method for fabricating it.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A scintillation crystal is a material which can
convert X-ray particles or γ-ray particles into visible light
photons, including Bismuth Germanium Oxide(BGO),
Sodium Iodide (NaI)(Tl), Caesium Iodide(CsI)(T1),
LSO/LYSO, PbWO4(PWO) and so on. Scintillation crys-
tals generally have characteristics such as strong ab-
sorptive capacity for a radiation, large optical output, and
a linear relationship between the number of output pho-
tons and energy of the absorbed radiation.
[0004] A detector generally consists of the scintillation
crystal and a photoelectric conversion device, and is ap-
plied to the field such as nuclear medicine field, environ-
ment monitoring field, customs security check field or ge-
ologic prospecting field. In the detector, the scintillation
crystal absorbs energy of the radiation and generates a
certain number of visible light photons associated with
the absorbed energy. The photoelectric device is config-
ured to receive the photons and convert the photons into
an electrical signal, and the electrical signal is analyzed
by a circuit to acquire energy, timing and other informa-
tion of the radiation. The signal-to-noise ratio of the elec-
trical signal directly correlates with the number of photons
received by the photoelectrical device, and has a direct
influence on performance of the detector. It is desired
that the detector is so designed that all the photons gen-
erated in the scintillation crystal are able to be received
and converted into the electrical signal, to improve the
performance of the detector.
[0005] In the Positron Emission Tomography (PET),
when more output light of the scintillation crystal gets into
the photoelectric device, precision of acquiring informa-
tion on energy of γ-photon can be enhanced, and there-
fore imaging quality is improved. Therefore, it is very im-
portant for improving performance of the PET system to
seek for a method or a detecting structure in which the
output light of the scintillation crystal gets into the photo-
electric device as much as possible.
[0006] For an practical application, an array photoe-
lectric conversion face having the large detection area is

constructed by arranging multiple photoelectric conver-
sion devices together. The current common photoelectric
conversion device includes silicon photomultipliers, av-
alanche photodiodes, photomultipliers and so on. This
kind of photoelectric conversion device has a photoelec-
tric accepting window smaller than the overall surface
thereof. A photoelectric detection dead zone exists in de-
tection surface in a case that the array photoelectric con-
version face is constructed by patching multiple photoe-
lectric conversion devices together. Hence the photoe-
lectric detection face is not continuous, and some regions
can not accept the photons. For example, in Figure 1,
the area of active region 100 of the silicon photomultiplier
is 333mm2, and the area of a whole package surface
200 thereof generally reaches 434mm2. In a case that
such photoelectric conversion devices are used to con-
stitute a photoelectric conversion array, the photoelectric
detection face of the array is discontinuous, and package
dead zones are formed between the discontinuous pho-
toelectric detection area. Therefore, when a detector is
constructed with this kind of photoelectric conversion ar-
ray, in a case that a coupling mode in which a single
crystal corresponds to multiple photoelectric devices is
employed, a part of visible light photons formed in a crys-
tal strip may reach the package dead zone and can not
contribute to the effective electrical signal, which reduces
the performance of the detector.
[0007] In view of this, in a practical application, crystal
strips are often coupled to photoelectrical devices in a
one-to-one relationship, and the crystal strips are ar-
ranged to construct an array. Information relating to the
high-energy particle is acquired by detecting an output
signal of the photoelectric device. Currently, there are
mainly the following two ways for constructing a crystal-
array for the application described above.
[0008] One way is to employ crystal strips each having
the same size of the package of a photoelectric device
to construct the array crystal. As shown in Figure 2, the
size of a single crystal strip 300 in the crystal-array is the
same as an overall size of a single photoelectric device
400, an effective detection region 500 is then provided.
Due to the existence of a detection dead zone of the
photoelectric detector, a part of photons formed in the
crystal can not be accepted by the photoelectric detector,
and the performance of the detector is deteriorated. How-
ever, since the gap between crystal strips is small in the
detector, the volume of the scintillation crystal for detect-
ing a high-energy particle is large, and the detection ef-
ficiency is still relatively high.
[0009] Another way is to use a coupling mode in which
a crystal strip 800 has the same size of an effective de-
tection region 700 of a photoelectric device 600. As
shown in Figure 3, in this way, a light output face of the
crystal strip is coupled to the effective detection region
700 of the photoelectric device perfectly. Therefore, the
performance deterioration due to a detection dead zone
of the photoelectric device is avoided. However, a gap
between crystal strips is large, the volume of the scintil-
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lation crystal for detecting a high-energy particle is re-
duced, leading to the decline of detection efficiency.
[0010] Therefore, for the technical problem described
above, it is desired to provide a crystal-array module hav-
ing an improved structure to solve the defect described
above.

SUMMARY

[0011] In view of this, an object of the disclosure is to
provide a crystal-array module in which a problem of loss
of light output from the crystal is solved effectively on the
premise of guaranteeing the detection efficiency, and a
method for fabricating the crystal-array module.
[0012] In order to realize the object described above,
the disclosure provides the following technical solution.
[0013] A crystal-array module is provided, the crystal-
array module is couple to a photoelectric device, and
includes several unit crystal strips, and the crystal-array
module has a three-dimensional shape of a frustum or a
three-dimensional shape of a combination of a gengon
and a frustum, the frustum is coupled to a photoelectric
device, and the frustum includes a first bottom face cou-
pled to the photoelectric device and a first top face op-
posite to the first bottom face, the area of the first bottom
face being less than that of the first top face.
[0014] Preferably, the gengon is a right quadrangular
prism, a hexagonal prism or a triangular prism.
[0015] Preferably, the frustum of each of the plurality
of unit crystal strips includes a bevel edge provided at an
end of the frustum where the frustum is coupled to the
photoelectric device, and the frustums of two adjacent
unit crystal strips form an inverted-V shape having an
opening facing the photoelectric device.
[0016] Preferably, in a case that each of the plurality
of unit crystal strips has the three-dimensional shape of
the frustum, the first top face is parallel with the first bot-
tom face.
[0017] Preferably, in a case that each of the plurality
of unit crystal strips has the three-dimensional shape of
the combination of the gengon and the frustum, the gen-
gon and the frustum are integral.
[0018] Preferably, in a case that each of the plurality
of unit crystal strips has the three-dimensional shape of
the combination of the gengon and the frustum, each of
the unit crystal strips is formed by coupling a gengon
crystal strip to a frustum crystal strip.
[0019] Preferably, the gengon crystal strip is coupled
to the frustum crystal strip via light guide, glass or crystal.
[0020] Preferably, the plurality of unit crystal strips are
combined to construct a gengon crystal unit and a frustum
crystal unit, the crystal-array module is formed by cou-
pling the gengon crystal unit to the frustum crystal unit,
the frustum crystal unit comprises a first bottom face cou-
pled to the photoelectric device and a first top face op-
posite to the first bottom face, and the gengon crystal
unit comprises a second bottom face coupled to the first
top face and a second top face opposite to the second

bottom face.
[0021] Preferably, the gengon crystal unit has a cou-
pling face identical to that of frustum crystal unit in shape
and area.
[0022] Preferably, the second bottom face is directly
coupled to the first top face by using optical glue.
[0023] Preferably, the second bottom face is coupled
to the first top face by a light guide material, a glass ma-
terial or a crystal material.
[0024] Preferably, the first top face has a size and a
shape identical to those of the second bottom face re-
spectively.
[0025] Preferably, the first top face has a shape iden-
tical to that of the second bottom face, and the second
bottom face has an area less than that of the first top face.
[0026] Preferably, the first bottom face is parallel with
the second top face.
[0027] Preferably, the frustum crystal unit is replaced
by a frustum glass unit or a frustum light guide unit.
[0028] Preferably, when forming the crystal-array by
using the unit crystal strips, an optical reflective material
is completely coated on a face of each of the crystal strips,
which face adjoining an adjacent crystal strip, to optically
isolate the crystal strips from each other.
[0029] Preferably, when forming the crystal-array by
using the unit crystal strips, an optical reflective material
is coated on a part of a face of each of the crystal strips,
which face adjoining an adjacent crystal strip, to optically
isolate the crystal strips from each other, and a windowing
part is formed on other part of the face of each of the
crystal strips, so that a part of visible light photons of one
of the unit crystal strips get into another unit crystal strip
through the windowing part.
[0030] A method for fabricating a crystal-array module
is provided, including the following steps:

S1: processing crystal strip billets, to obtain unit crys-
tal strips or unit crystal strip arrays;

S2: determining an inclination angle of the crystal
and the thickness of a gengon part thereof;

S3: performing a die cutting on the unit crystal strip
or the unit crystal strip array based on the inclination
angle, so that the unit crystal strips or the unit crystal
strip arrays have a three-dimensional shape of a
frustum or a combination of a gengon and a frustum;
and

S4: joining the cut unit crystal strips or the cut unit
crystal strip arrays together, to form a crystal-array
module.

[0031] Preferably, in step S2, the inclination angle of
the crystal and the thickness of a right quadrangular prism
thereof are determined based on characteristics of a pho-
toelectric device to be used and a predetermined per-
formance index set for a detector.
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[0032] Preferably, in step S2, the gengon is a right
quadrangular prism, a hexagonal prism or a triangular
prism.
[0033] Preferably, in step S3, in a case that the unit
crystal strips or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-
dimensional shape of a frustum, the frustum comprises
a first bottom face coupled to a photoelectric device and
a first top face opposite to the first bottom face, the area
of the first bottom face is less than that of the first top
face, and the first top face is parallel with the first bottom
face.
[0034] Preferably, in step S3, in a case that the unit
crystal strips or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-
dimensional shape of a combination of a gengon and a
frustum, the unit crystal strips or the unit crystal strip ar-
rays are formed by die cutting to be integral.
[0035] Preferably, in step S3, in a case that the unit
crystal strips or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-
dimensional shape of a combination of a gengon and a
frustum, the unit crystal strips or the unit crystal strip ar-
rays are formed by die cutting to be discrete, the gengon
and the frustum are then coupled to each other.
[0036] Preferably, the frustum comprises a first bottom
face coupled to a photoelectric device and a first top face
opposite to the first bottom face, the gengon comprises
a second bottom face coupled to the frustum and a sec-
ond top face opposite to the second bottom face, and the
first bottom face is parallel with the second top face.
[0037] Preferably, in step S3, in a case that the unit
crystal strips or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-
dimensional shape of a combination of a gengon and a
frustum, the frustum is replaced by glass or light guide.
[0038] Preferably, in step S3, in a case that the unit
crystal strips or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-
dimensional shape of a combination of a gengon and a
frustum, optical glue, light guide or glass is arranged be-
tween the gengon and the frustum to couple the gengon
to the frustum.
[0039] Preferably, in step S4, when the unit crystal
strips or the unit crystal strip arrays are joined to each
other, an optical reflective material is completely coated
on a face of each of the crystal strips, which face adjoining
an adjacent crystal strip, to optically isolate the crystal
strips from each other.
[0040] Preferably, in step S4, when the unit crystal
strips or the unit crystal strip arrays are joined to each
other, an optical reflective material is coated on a part of
a face of each of the a crystal strips, which face adjoining
an adjacent crystal strip, to optically isolate the crystal
strips from each other, and a windowing part is formed
on other part of the face of each of the crystal strips, so
that a part of visible light photons of one of the unit crystal
strips get into another unit crystal strip through the win-
dowing part.
[0041] It may be seen from the technical solution de-
scribed above that, in the crystal-array module in the em-
bodiments of the invention, light from the crystal which
would otherwise be lost on a photoelectric coupling face

may be reflected to get into the photoelectric device be-
cause of the frustum, and a light output face of the crystal
is reduced to correspond to the effective face of the pho-
toelectric device. In this way, it not only guarantees the
detection efficiency of the detector, but also enhances
the number of photons getting into the photoelectric de-
vice, the problem of loss of light output from the crystal
due to the effective area of the photoelectric conversion
device less than the package area is solved effectively,
the sensitivity of the detector and the precision of acquir-
ing the information on the energy are therefore guaran-
teed, and the performance of the system is optimized.
Meanwhile, by improving the joining mode between the
crystal strips in the new-type crystal-array to introduce a
windowing part, a part of visible light photons from an
excited unit crystal strip will get into an adjacent unit crys-
tal strip, and will be detected by a photoelectric device
corresponding to the adjacent unit crystal strip, in this
way, information on energy deposition of the excited unit
crystal strip may be acquired based on a signal generated
by the adjacent photoelectric device. In the method for
fabricating a crystal-array module in the embodiments of
the invention, the scintillation crystal can be cut and fab-
ricated in high precision, and be assembled into the crys-
tal-array having the structure described above.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0042] In order to illustrate technical solutions in em-
bodiments of the present disclosure or the conventional
technology more clearly, hereinafter drawings to be used
in the description of the embodiments or the conventional
technology will be introduced simply. Apparently, the
drawings described below only describe some embodi-
ments of the present disclosure, and other embodiments
and drawings may be obtained based on the embodi-
ments described by these drawings by those skilled in
the art.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of comparison of an
effective detection region with a peripheral package
of a silicon photomultiplier in the conventional art;

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram in which a conven-
tional crystal-array in the conventional art is coupled
to a photoelectric device;

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram in which a discrete
crystal strip in the convention art is couple to a pho-
toelectric device;

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram in which a crystal-
array module in the disclosure is coupled to a pho-
toelectric device;

Figure 5 is a schematic stereogram of a crystal-array
module in the disclosure;
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Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a windowing part
of a crystal-array module in the disclosure;

Figure 7 is a schematic flow diagram of a method for
fabricating a crystal-array module in the disclosure;
and

Figure 8 is a plane diagram of a frustum in a crystal-
array module in the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0043] A crystal-array module is disclosed to solve the
problem of loss of light output from the crystal due to the
effective detection area less than the package area of a
photoelectric conversion device on the premise of guar-
anteeing detection efficiency, so as to guarantee sensi-
tivity and performance of the detector.
[0044] The crystal-array module is coupled to the pho-
toelectric device, and includes several unit crystal strips,
and the crystal-array module has a three-dimensional
shape of a frustum or a three-dimensional shape of a
combination of a gengon and a frustum, the frustum is
coupled to the photoelectric device, and includes a first
bottom face coupled to the photoelectric device and a
first top face opposite to the first bottom face, the area
of the first bottom face is less than that of the first top face.
[0045] The gengon is a right quadrangular prism, a
hexagonal prism, a triangular prism or other shape.
[0046] The frustum of each unit crystal strip has a bevel
edge provided at an end of the frustum where the frustum
is coupled to the photoelectric device, and the frustums
of two adjacent unit crystal strips form an inverted-V
shape having an opening facing the photoelectric device.
[0047] In a case that each unit crystal strip has the
three-dimensional shape of the frustum, the first top face
is parallel with the first bottom face.
[0048] In a case that each unit crystal strip has the
three-dimensional shape of the combination of the gen-
gon and the frustum, the gengon and the frustum may
have an integral structure or a discrete structure.
[0049] In a case that the gengon and the frustum have
the discrete structure, the combination of the gengon and
the frustum may be formed by coupling crystal strips, that
is, by coupling a single gengon crystal strip and a single
frustum crystal strip, in the end, the coupled crystal strips
are assembled into the crystal-array module. The gengon
crystal strip is coupled to the frustum crystal strip by light
guide, glass or crystal.
[0050] Practically, the several unit crystal strips may
be combined to construct a gengon crystal unit and a
frustum crystal unit, and the gengon crystal unit and the
frustum crystal unit are then coupled to each other. The
frustum crystal unit includes a first bottom face coupled
to the photoelectric device and a first top face opposite
to the first bottom face, and the gengon crystal unit in-
cludes a second bottom face coupled to the first top face
and a second top face opposite to the second bottom

face. The second bottom face is directly coupled to the
first top face by employing optical glue. Besides the op-
tical glue, the second bottom face may also be coupled
to the first top face by light guide, glass, crystal or other
material. The size and shape of the first top face may be
identical to that of the second bottom face respectively.
Or, one of the size and the shape of the first top face may
be identical to that of the second bottom face. For exam-
ple, the shape of the first top face is identical to that of
the second bottom face, but the area of the second bot-
tom face is less than that of the first top face. The first
bottom face is parallel with the second top face.
[0051] The shape and the area of a coupling face of
the gengon crystal unit are identical to that of a coupling
face of the frustum crystal unit respectively.
[0052] The frustum crystal unit may be replaced by a
frustum glass unit or a frustum light guide unit.
[0053] When forming the crystal-array by employing
the unit crystal strips, an optical reflective material may
be completely coated on faces of the crystal strips, which
faces adjoin adjacent crystal strips, to optically isolate
the crystal strips from each other.
[0054] Practically, when forming the crystal-array by
employing the unit crystal strips, the optical reflective ma-
terial may be coated on a part of each of faces of the
crystal strips, which faces adjoin adjacent crystal strips,
to optically isolate the crystal strips from each other, and
a windowing part is formed on other part of each of the
faces of the crystal strips, so that a part of visible light
photons of one of the unit crystal strips get into another
unit crystal strip through the windowing part.
[0055] The disclosure further discloses a method for
fabricating a crystal-array module, including:

S1: processing crystal strip billets, to obtain unit crys-
tal strips or unit crystal strip arrays;

S2: determining an inclination angle of the crystal
and the thickness of a gengon thereof;

S3: performing a die cutting on the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays based on the inclination
angle, so that the unit crystal strips or the unit crystal
strip arrays have a three-dimensional shape of a
frustum or a combination of a gengon and a frustum;
and

S4: joining the cut unit crystal strips or the cut unit
crystal strip arrays together, to form a crystal-array
module.

[0056] In step S2, the inclination angle of the crystal
and the thickness of a right quadrangular prism thereof
are determined based on characteristics of a photoelec-
tric device used and a predetermined performance index
set for the detector.
[0057] In step S2, the gengon is a right quadrangular
prism, a hexagonal prism or a triangular prism.
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[0058] In step S3, in a case that the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-dimensional
shape of a frustum, the frustum includes a first bottom
face coupled to the photoelectric device and a first top
face opposite to the first bottom face, the area of the first
bottom face is less than that of the first top face, and the
first top face is parallel with the first bottom face.
[0059] In step S3, in a case that the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-dimensional
shape of a combination of a gengon and a frustum, the
unit crystal strips or the unit crystal arrays are formed by
die cutting to be discrete.
[0060] In step S3, in a case that the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-dimensional
shape of a combination of a gengon and a frustum, the
unit crystal strips or the unit crystal arrays are formed by
die cutting to be discrete, the gengon and the frustum
are then coupled with each other.
[0061] The frustum includes a first bottom face coupled
to the photoelectric device and a first top face opposite
to the first bottom face, and the gengon has a second
bottom face coupled to the frustum and a second top face
opposite to the second bottom face, the first bottom face
is parallel with the second top face.
[0062] In step S3, in a case that the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-dimensional
shape of a combination of a gengon and a frustum, the
frustum can be replaced by glass or light guide.
[0063] In step S3, in a case that the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-dimensional
shape of a combination of a gengon and a frustum, optical
glue, light guide or glass is arranged between the gengon
and the frustum to couple the gengon to the frustum.
[0064] In step S4, when unit crystal strips or unit crystal
strip arrays are joined with each other, an optical reflec-
tive material is completely coated on faces of the crystal
strips, which faces adjoin adjacent crystal strips, to opti-
cally isolate the crystal strips from each other.
[0065] In step S4, when the unit crystal strips or the
unit crystal strip arrays are joined with each other, the
optical reflective material may be coated on a part of each
of faces of the crystal strips, which faces adjoin adjacent
crystal strips, to optically isolate the crystal strips from
each other, and a windowing part is formed in other part
of each of the faces of the crystal strips, so that a part of
visible light photons of one of the unit crystal strips get
into another unit crystal strip through the windowing part.
[0066] Since the gengon may be a right quadrangular,
a hexagonal prism, a triangular prism or other shape, any
shape that may be formed by the die cutting will be in the
scope of protection of the disclosure. Also, the method
for fabricating the crystal module in the disclosure are
the same for the right quadrangular, the hexagonal prism,
the triangular prism or the other shape, the technical so-
lution according to the embodiments of the disclosure
will be described in detail below by taking the right quad-
rangular as an example of the gengon and in conjunction
with drawings. Obviously, the described embodiments

are only a part of embodiments of the invention, and are
not all embodiments. Based on the embodiments of the
invention, all other embodiments obtained by those
skilled in the art without paying any creative work will fall
within the scope of protection of the disclosure.
[0067] As shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, a crystal-
array module disclosed herein is coupled to a photoelec-
tric device. The crystal-array module includes several
unit crystal strips 10. Each unit crystal strip 10 has a three-
dimensional shape of a frustum 12 or a combination of
a right quadrangular 11 and a frustum 12. The frustum
12 is coupled to the photoelectric device 20. An embod-
iment in which the right quadrangular is combined with
the frustum is shown in the drawings of the disclosure.
The scope of protection of the disclosure is not limited to
the drawings, other technical solution including only frus-
tums or any combination of gengons and frustums will
also fall within the scope of protection of the disclosure.
[0068] As shown in Figure 4, an inclination angle is
provided at an end of the frustum 12 where the frustum
12 is coupled to the photoelectric device 20. That is, the
frustum 12 of each unit crystal strip 10 includes a bevel
edge 121 corresponding to the inclination angle, and the
bevel edge 121 is arranged at an end of the frustum of
each unit crystal strip where the frustum is coupled to the
photoelectric device. Frustums of two adjacent unit crys-
tal strips generate an inverted-V shape having an open-
ing facing the photoelectric device. The inclination angle
can be adjusted based on characteristic of the photoe-
lectric device, so that light from the crystal which other-
wise would be lost at the photoelectric coupling face 30
may be reflected to enter the photoelectric device 20. In
this way, a light output face of the crystal is reduced to
correspond to an effective face of the photoelectric de-
vice 20, which not only guarantees the detection efficien-
cy of the detector, but also increases the number of pho-
tons entering the photoelectric device 20.
[0069] The frustum 20 includes a first bottom face cou-
pled to the photoelectric device 20 and a first top face
opposite to the first bottom face, the area of the first bot-
tom face is less than that of the first top face. In a case
that each unit crystal strip has a three-dimensional shape
of a frustum, the first top face is parallel with the first
bottom face. The first top face and the first bottom face
are a rectangle, a circle, an oval or a polygon such as a
regular hexagon or a regular pentagon, as long as the
first top face and the first bottom face have a shape which
may be formed by a cutting process and the area of the
first top face (a face close to a detected source) is greater
than that of the first bottom face (a face close to the pho-
toelectric device).
[0070] In a case that each unit crystal strip 10 has a
three-dimensional shape of a combination of a right
quadrangular 11 and a frustum 12, the right quadrangular
11 and the frustum 12 may be integral, or may also be
discrete.
[0071] In a case that the right quadrangular 11 and the
frustum 12 have the discrete structure, the unit crystal
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strip is formed by coupling a right quadrangular crystal
strip to a frustum crystal strip, and then the formed unit
crystal strips are combined to further construct a crystal-
array module. The polygon crystal strip is coupled to the
frustum crystal strip by light guide, glass or a crystal.
[0072] In a case that the right quadrangular 11 and the
frustum 12 have the discrete structure, several unit crys-
tal strips may be combined to construct a right quadran-
gular crystal unit and a frustum crystal unit, and the right
quadrangular crystal unit and the frustum crystal unit are
coupled to construct a crystal-array module. The frustum
crystal unit includes a first bottom face to be coupled to
the photoelectric device and a first top face opposite to
the first bottom face, and the right quadrangular crystal
unit includes a second bottom face to be coupled to the
first top face and a second top face opposite to the second
bottom face.
[0073] The shape and the area of the coupling face of
the right quadrangular crystal unit are identical to that of
the coupling face of the frustum crystal unit respectively.
The second bottom face is directly coupled to the first
top face by using the optical glue. Or, the second bottom
face is coupled to the first top face by using a light guide
material, a glass material or a crystal material. The size
and shape of the first top face may be identical to that of
the second bottom face respectively. Or, one of the size
and the shape of the first top face may be identical to that
of the second bottom face, for example, the shape of the
first top face is identical to that of the second bottom face,
and the area of the second bottom face is less than that
of the first top face. The first bottom face is parallel with
the second top face. The frustum crystal unit may be
replaced by a frustum glass unit or a frustum light guide
unit.
[0074] In a case that the crystal-array is constructed
by the unit crystal strips 10, an optical reflective material
is coated on faces of the crystal strips where the crystal
strips are connected to each other to optically isolate the
crystal strips.
[0075] Alternatively, in a case that the crystal-array is
constructed by the unit crystal strips 10, the optical re-
flective material is coated on a part of each of the faces
of the crystal strips, at which faces the crystal strips are
connected to each other, to perform the optical isolation
process, and a windowing part 40 is formed on other part
of each of the faces of the crystal strips so that a part of
visible light photons of one of unit crystal strips get into
another unit crystal strip through the windowing part 40.
By improving the joining mode between the crystal strips
in the new-type crystal-array and introducing a design
for the windowing part 40, a part of visible light photons
of an excited unit crystal strip 10 will enter an adjacent
unit crystal strip 10, and will be detected by a photoelec-
tric device 20 corresponding to the adjacent unit crystal
strip 10, in this way, information on energy deposition of
the excited unit crystal strip may be acquired based on
a signal generated by the adjacent photoelectric device.
[0076] In a case that the right quadrangular 11 and the

frustum 12 have the integral structure, the first top face
and the first bottom become into one face.
[0077] In a case that the right quadrangular 11 and the
frustum 12 have the discrete structure, the first top face
and the first bottom face are two separated faces.
[0078] It may be seen from the technical solution de-
scribed above that, in the crystal-array module of the em-
bodiments of the invention, light from the crystal which
would otherwise be lost on the photoelectric coupling
face may be reflected to get into the photoelectric device
because of the existence of the inclination angle, and the
light output face of the crystal is reduced to correspond
to the effective face of the photoelectric device. In this
way, it not only guarantees the detection efficiency of the
detector, but also enhances the number of photons get-
ting into the photoelectric device, the problem of loss of
light output from the crystal due to the effective area of
the photoelectric conversion device less than the pack-
age area is solved effectively, the sensitivity of the de-
tector and the precision of acquiring the information on
the energy are therefore guaranteed, and the perform-
ance of the system is optimized. Meanwhile, by improving
the joining mode between the crystal strips in the new-
type crystal-array to introduce the windowing part, a part
of visible light photons from an excited unit crystal strip
will get into an adjacent unit crystal strip, and will be de-
tected by a photoelectric device corresponding to the ad-
jacent unit crystal strip, in this way, information on energy
deposition of the excited unit crystal strip may be acquired
based on a signal generated by the adjacent photoelec-
tric device.
[0079] Figure 7 is a flow chart of a method for fabricat-
ing a crystal-array module according to an embodiment
of the invention, the method including the following steps:

S1: processing crystal strip billets, to obtain unit crys-
tal strips or a unit crystal strip arrays;

S2: determining an inclination angle of the crystal
and the thickness of a gengon thereof;

S3: performing a die cutting on the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays based on the inclination
angle, so that the unit crystal strips or the unit crystal
strip arrays have a three-dimensional shape of a
frustum or a combination of a gengon and a frustum;
and

S4: joining the cut unit crystal strips or the cut unit
crystal strip arrays together, to form a crystal-array
module.

[0080] When determining the inclination angle and the
thickness of the right quadrangular in step S2, the char-
acteristic of the photoelectric device and the predeter-
mined index of the detector should be taken into account.
For the photoelectric device, it is required to acquire in-
formation on the area of an effective working region and
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the area of a whole package region of the photoelectric
device. In a case that a ratio of the effective detection
area to the package area thereof is small, it is required
to set the inclination angle of the crystal to be large. In
addition, the design for the inclination angle will be influ-
enced by characteristics such as a distance between a
surface of the photoelectric device and a photoelectric
conversion face thereof or a linear working domain. For
the predetermined index of the detector, it is required to
make clear which performance of a target detector is
highlighted. For a scintillation crystal detector, the impor-
tant index includes energy resolution, temporal resolu-
tion, sensitivity and so on. The energy resolution char-
acterizes precision of acquiring energy by the detector
for a detected ray, the temporal resolution characterizes
precision of calibrating a time by the detector for a de-
tected ray, and the sensitivity represents a detection ef-
ficiency of the detector for a ray having energy. In a case
that high energy resolution is pursued, it is required that
the number of output light photons from the crystal be-
come large, then the inclination angle of the crystal can
not be large; in a case that high temporal resolution is
pursued, it is required that the number of a first batch of
output light photons from the crystal to the photoelectric
device becomes large, then it is required to limit the thick-
ness of the crystal and the inclination angle; or in a case
that high sensitivity is pursued, it is required to set the
inclination angle to be large and set the right quadran-
gular to be thick.
[0081] In step S2, the inclination angle of the crystal
and the thickness of the right quadrangular prism thereof
are determined based on characteristics of a photoelec-
tric device used and a predetermined performance index
set for the detector.
[0082] In step S2, the gengon is a right quadrangular
prism, a hexagonal prism or a triangular prism.
[0083] In step S3, in a case that the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-dimensional
shape of a frustum, the frustum includes a first bottom
face coupled to the photoelectric device and a first top
face opposite to the first bottom face, the area of the first
bottom face is less than that of the first top face, the first
top face is parallel with the first bottom face.
[0084] In step S3, in a case that the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-dimensional
shape of a combination of a gengon and a frustum, the
unit crystal strips or the unit crystal strip arrays are formed
by die cutting to be discrete.
[0085] In step S3, in a case that the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-dimensional
shape of a combination of a gengon and a frustum, the
unit crystal strips or the unit crystal strip arrays are formed
by die cutting to be discrete, the gengon and the frustum
are then coupled with each other. The frustum includes
a first bottom face coupled to the photoelectric device
and a first top face opposite to the first bottom face, the
right quadrangular has a second bottom face connected
to the frustum and a second top face opposite to the

second bottom face, the second bottom face is parallel
with the second top face.
[0086] In step S3, in a case that each unit crystal strip
or each unit crystal strip array has a three-dimensional
shape of a combination of a gengon and a frustum, the
frustum can be replaced by glass or light guide.
[0087] In step S3, in a case that each unit crystal strip
or each unit crystal strip array has a three-dimensional
shape of a combination of a gengon and a frustum, optical
glue, light guide or glass is arranged between the right
quadrangular and the frustum to couple the right quad-
rangular to the frustum.
[0088] In step S4, when unit crystal strips or unit crystal
strip arrays are joined with each other, an optical reflec-
tive material is completely coated on faces of the crystal
strips, which faces adjoin adjacent crystal strips, to opti-
cally isolate the crystal strips from each other.
[0089] In step S4, when unit crystal strips or unit crystal
strip arrays are joined with each other, the optical reflec-
tive material is coated on a part of each of faces of the
crystal strips, which faces adjoin adjacent crystal strips,
to optically isolate the crystal strips from each other, and
a windowing part is formed on other part of each of the
faces of the crystal strips, so that a part of visible light
photons of one of the unit crystal strips get into another
unit crystal strip through the windowing part.
[0090] It may be seen from the technical solution de-
scribed above that, in the method for fabricating a crystal-
array module, the scintillation crystal can be cut and proc-
ess in high precision, and then be assembled into a crys-
tal-array module having the structure described above;
in the method for fabricating a crystal-array module, the
scintillation crystal can be cut and process in high preci-
sion, and then be assembled into a crystal-array module
having the structure described above.
[0091] The design for the inclination angle and the
thickness of the right quadrangular of the disclosure will
be illustrated below by also taking the right quadrangular
as an example and in conjunction with several specific
embodiments.

First embodiment

[0092] A clinical PET detector is designed, the area of
a package surface of a photoelectric device used is
434mm2, and the area of an effective working region is
333mm2, the designed detector aims to pursue high tem-
poral resolution. The thickness of LYSO crystal common-
ly used by a current commercial clinical PET is generally
between 20mm to 35mm. In a case that the thickness is
small, the sensitivity is too low to satisfy a detection re-
quirement. In a case that the thickness is large, the crystal
is therefore too thick, transmission loss of visible light
photons in the crystal will too large, the energy resolution
and the temporal resolution will be reduced. Since the
detector pursues the high temporal performance, the to-
tal thickness of the crystal is set to be from 20mm to
22mm. Also, in order to guarantee the sensitivity of the
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entire crystal for 511KeV (energy of a ray to be detected
by the PET) ray, the thickness of the right quadrangular
prism is generally set to be from 10mm to 17mm. Then,
the thickness of a frustum of the crystal equals to a dif-
ference obtained by subtracting the thickness of the right
quadrangular prism from the total thickness, i.e. from
3mm to 12mm, it is required that a larger bottom face of
the frustum corresponds to the package surface of the
photoelectric device, i.e. the larger bottom face is
434mm2, and a smaller bottom face thereof corresponds
to the effective area of the photoelectric device, i.e. the
smaller bottom face is 333mm2. As shown in Figure 8,
it may be computed that the inclination angle equals to
arctan (the thickness of the frustum / (side length of the
package surface of the photoelectric device - side length
of an effective face of the photoelectric device)), i.e. be-
tween 4-degree and 18-degree.

Second embodiment

[0093] A nuclear radiation detector is designed, the ar-
ea of a package surface of a photoelectric device used
is 636mm2, and the area of an effective working region
is 33 3mm2, the designed detector pursues high sensi-
tivity. In order to enhance detection efficiency of the de-
tector for a high-energy ray, the total thickness of the
crystal is set to be from 38mm to 40mm, and the thickness
of the right quadrangular prism is set to be from 30mm
to 35mm. Similarly, it may be computed that an inclination
angle is between 17 degree and 45 degree.
[0094] Therefore, it may be inferred that characteristics
of the photoelectric device have the following influence
on the inclination angle of the crystal and the thickness
of the right quadrangular prism.
[0095] The smaller the ratio of the effective detection
area of the photoelectric device to the package area
thereof is, the larger the inclination angle of the crystal
is. The thickness of the right quadrangular prism equals
to a difference obtained by subtracting the thickness of
the frustum from the total thickness of the crystal, and
the thickness of the frustum is inverse proportional with
the inclination angle of the crystal.
[0096] The predetermined performance index of the
detector of the disclosure has the following influence on
the inclination angle of the crystal and the thickness of
the right quadrangular prism.
[0097] In a case that the detector requires the energy
resolution to be large and light output to be large, it is to
reduce the inclination angle of the crystal, and then light
lost by being reflected by the inclination face will be re-
duced; or in a case that the detector requires the sensi-
tivity to be high, the total thickness of the crystal is to be
increased, and the thickness of the right quadrangular
prism may also be increased. In a case that the detector
requires both the energy resolution to be large and the
sensitivity to be high, a range of the inclination angle of
the crystal is between 2 degree and 15 degree, and the
thickness of the right quadrangular prism is between

10mm to 30mm.
[0098] For those skilled in the art, the present disclo-
sure is clearly not limited to the details of the above-de-
scribed exemplary embodiments, and without departing
from the spirit or essential characteristics of the present
disclosure; the present disclosure can be achieved in oth-
er specific forms. Therefore, no matter from what point
of view, the embodiments should be considered to be
exemplary but not limiting. The scope of the present dis-
closure is defined by the appended claims rather than
the above-described description; therefore, all changes
falling within the meaning and range of an equivalent of
the claims are intended to be included within the present
disclosure. Any reference numeral in the claims should
not be seen to restrict the referred claims.
[0099] Further, it should be understood that, although
the present specification is described according to the
embodiments, not every embodiment contains only a
separate technical solution, this narrative mode is merely
for the sake of clarity. Those skilled in the art should con-
sider the specification as a whole; the technical solutions
of each embodiment may be appropriately combined to
form other embodiments which those skilled in the art
can appreciate.

Claims

1. A crystal-array module coupled to a photoelectric de-
vice, the crystal-array module comprising a plurality
of unit crystal strips,
wherein the crystal-array module has a three-dimen-
sional shape of a frustum or a combination of a gen-
gon and a frustum, the frustum being coupled to the
photoelectric device, and the frustum comprising a
first bottom face coupled to the photoelectric device
and a first top face opposite to the first bottom face,
the area of the first bottom face being less than that
of the first top face.

2. The crystal-array module according to claim 1,
wherein the gengon is a right quadrangular prism, a
hexagonal prism or a triangular prism.

3. The crystal-array module according to claim 1,
wherein the frustum of each of the plurality of unit
crystal strips comprises a bevel edge provided at an
end of the frustum where the frustum is coupled to
the photoelectric device, and the frustums of two ad-
jacent unit crystal strips form an inverted-V shape
having an opening facing the photoelectric device.

4. The crystal-array module according to claim 1,
wherein in a case that each of the plurality of unit
crystal strips has the three-dimensional shape of the
frustum, the first top face is parallel with the first bot-
tom face.
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5. The crystal-array module according to claim 1,
wherein in a case that each of the plurality of unit
crystal strips has the three-dimensional shape of the
combination of the gengon and the frustum, the gen-
gon and the frustum are integral.

6. The crystal-array module according to claim 1,
wherein in a case that each of the plurality of unit
crystal strips has the three-dimensional shape of the
combination of the gengon and the frustum, each of
the unit crystal strips is formed by coupling a gengon
crystal strip to a frustum crystal strip.

7. The crystal-array module according to claim 6,
wherein the gengon crystal strip is coupled to the
frustum crystal strip via light guide, glass or crystal.

8. The crystal-array module according to claim 1,
wherein the plurality of unit crystal strips are com-
bined to construct a gengon crystal unit and a frustum
crystal unit, the crystal-array module is formed by
coupling the gengon crystal unit to the frustum crystal
unit, the frustum crystal unit comprises a first bottom
face coupled to the photoelectric device and a first
top face opposite to the first bottom face, and the
gengon crystal unit comprises a second bottom face
coupled to the first top face and a second top face
opposite to the second bottom face.

9. The crystal-array module according to claim 8,
wherein the gengon crystal unit has a coupling face
identical to that of frustum crystal unit in shape and
area.

10. The crystal-array module according to claim 8,
wherein the second bottom face is directly coupled
to the first top face by using optical glue.

11. The crystal-array module according to claim 8,
wherein the second bottom face is coupled to the
first top face by a light guide material, a glass material
or a crystal material.

12. The crystal-array module according to claim 8,
wherein the first top face has a size and a shape
identical to those of the second bottom face respec-
tively.

13. The crystal-array module according to claim 8,
wherein the first top face has a shape identical to
that of the second bottom face, and the second bot-
tom face has an area less than that of the first top
face.

14. The crystal-array module according to claim 8,
wherein the first bottom face is parallel with the sec-
ond top face.

15. The crystal-array module according to claim 8,
wherein the frustum crystal unit is replaced by a frus-
tum glass unit or a frustum light guide unit.

16. The crystal-array module according to claim 1,
wherein when forming the crystal-array by using the
unit crystal strips, an optical reflective material is
completely coated on a face of each of the crystal
strips, which face adjoins an adjacent crystal strip,
to optically isolate the crystal strips from each other.

17. The crystal-array module according to claim 1,
wherein when forming the crystal-array by using the
unit crystal strips, an optical reflective material is
coated on a part of a face of each of the crystal strips,
which face adjoins an adjacent crystal strip, to opti-
cally isolate the crystal strips from each other, and
a windowing part is formed on other part of the face
of each of the crystal strips, so that a part of visible
light photons of one of the unit crystal strips get into
another unit crystal strip through the windowing part.

18. A method for fabricating a crystal-array module,
comprising:

S 1: processing crystal strip billets, to obtain unit
crystal strips or unit crystal strip arrays;
S2: determining an inclination angle of the crys-
tal and a thickness of a gengon thereof;
S3: performing a die cutting on the unit crystal
strips or the unit crystal strip arrays based on
the inclination angle, so that the unit crystal
strips or the unit crystal strip arrays have a three-
dimensional shape of a frustum or a combination
of a gengon and a frustum; and
S4: joining the cut unit crystal strips or the cut
unit crystal strip arrays together, to form a crys-
tal-array module.

19. The crystal-array module according to claim 18,
wherein in step S2, the inclination angle of the crystal
and the thickness of a right quadrangular prism
thereof are determined based on characteristics of
a photoelectric device to be used and a predeter-
mined performance index set for a detector.

20. The crystal-array module according to claim 18,
wherein in step S2, the gengon is a right quadran-
gular prism, a hexagonal prism or a triangular prism.

21. The method for fabricating a crystal-array module
according to claim 18, wherein in step S3, in a case
that the unit crystal strips or the unit crystal strip ar-
rays have a three-dimensional shape of a frustum,
the frustum comprises a first bottom face coupled to
a photoelectric device and a first top face opposite
to the first bottom face, the area of the first bottom
face is less than that of the first top face, and the first
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top face is parallel with the first bottom face.

22. The method for fabricating a crystal-array module
according to claim 18, wherein in step S3, in a case
that the unit crystal strips or the unit crystal strip ar-
rays have a three-dimensional shape of a combina-
tion of a gengon and a frustum, the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays are formed by die cut-
ting to be integral.

23. The method for fabricating a crystal-array module
according to claim 18, wherein in step S3, in a case
that the unit crystal strips or the unit crystal strip ar-
rays have a three-dimensional shape of a combina-
tion of a gengon and a frustum, the unit crystal strips
or the unit crystal strip arrays are formed by die cut-
ting to be discrete, the gengon and the frustum are
then coupled to each other.

24. The method for fabricating a crystal-array module
according to claim 23, wherein the frustum compris-
es a first bottom face coupled to a photoelectric de-
vice and a first top face opposite to the first bottom
face, the gengon comprises a second bottom face
coupled to the frustum and a second top face oppo-
site to the second bottom face, and the first bottom
face is parallel with the second top face.

25. The method for fabricating a crystal-array module
according to claim 18, wherein in step S3, in a case
that the unit crystal strips or the unit crystal strip ar-
rays have a three-dimensional shape of a combina-
tion of a gengon and a frustum, the frustum is re-
placed by glass or light guide.

26. The method for fabricating a crystal-array module
according to claim 18, wherein in step S3, in a case
that the unit crystal strips or the unit crystal strip ar-
rays have a three-dimensional shape of a combina-
tion of a gengon and a frustum, optical glue, light
guide or glass is arranged between the gengon and
the frustum to couple the gengon to the frustum.

27. The method for fabricating a crystal-array module
according to claim 18, wherein in step S4, when the
unit crystal strips or the unit crystal strip arrays are
joined to each other, an optical reflective material is
completely coated on a face of each of the crystal
strips, which face adjoins an adjacent crystal strip,
to optically isolate the crystal strips from each other.

28. The method for fabricating a crystal-array module
according to claim 18, wherein in step S4, when the
unit crystal strips or the unit crystal strip arrays are
joined to each other, an optical reflective material is
coated on a part of a face of each of the a crystal
strips, which face adjoins an adjacent crystal strip,
to optically isolate the crystal strips from each other,

and a windowing part is formed on other part of the
face of each of the crystal strips, so that a part of
visible light photons of one of the unit crystal strips
get into another unit crystal strip through the window-
ing part.
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